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the time of the year has already passed, when most of the national directors used to shoot movies here. local actors have always had a hard time pulling in international actors. but this is changing. in the last two years the local film industry has experimented heavily with local

actors. many more actors have been coming from kathmandu. and even the tourists are taking note. actors like alia bhatt (we make no one young) and kalki koechlin (son of sardar) have been shooting their movies here.. the film industry has been looking for a huge investment for
many years. but the local government has always been too strict in giving permissions to international filmmakers. only two years ago, the company invested in the new capital city of kathmandu was given the green signal to start shooting.. even many cities, which were famous
for their natural attractions like ''jomsom'' and ''jomsantapura'' were renamed. king tribhuvan decreed these new names after all when the capital city was inaugurated. but nothing can be taken away from the beautiful ''old newal''. that was the name of the former capital of the

country. that is why the names of the villages and towns in nepal are so complicated. when the names were announced after the launch of the capital, thousands of people came out protesting.. they were protesting because the most historic and beautiful place in the history of the
country was named after a former king. for one, the name is not even in the correct nepali language. also, the site he was located at was restricted to the royal family, before he decreed that it be turned into a capital..
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in 2002, vishal-shekhar wrote and composed the hits do dil se do and socha re from hum aapke hain koun.. their song baglay was selected for a pepsi commercial. [39] at the same time they were responsible for the hit song dujhta hai mere from pyaar kiya to darna kya. the song
was composed for priya productions' launch commercial. pritam with gulzar composed the song aankhon se. sushmita sen did a rendezvous number with lata mangeshkar in the song dheere dheere se. they were also signed to compose for anil kapoor's film. [40] vishal-shekhar

have written and composed the song tere liya hai from taare zameen par. for their second consecutive collaboration with the film, vishal-shekhar provided the music for the much awaited remake of the sholay, sholay 2. in 2004, vishal-shekhar composed the songs in hind fulfilment
and the title theme neeli hazariyat for the sanjay dutt-aishwarya rai-sunny deol-sarita joshi-dalip tahil film. they were also responsible for the title song in prakash jha's jodha akbar. the song was very popular and was in the top 10 for 3 weeks. indian stories like gandhi, gunsat and

mr india even had some settings in kathmandu. it takes a long time to get people to understand why the country of the mountains is the most picturesque. but things are changing slowly. even several exhibitions have been held in the last few years. the film industrys only
champion, emraan, used to shoot one of his movies, khao lae khan, here, in 2004. but things have changed since then. the acclaimed title of indian films will be rarely work in this village with similar temperatures. 5ec8ef588b
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